
Yacht Log 

Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Monday  May 29, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

1900  Flowery Branch I-75  Hot 97  

Remarks: 
30 miles south of Atlanta. Too tired. Stayed in Griffin. Ate grilled cheese with some of Waffle 
House’s best at first gas stop.  

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Tuesday  May 30, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

  100 miles s. of Atlanta  Rain 

Remarks: 
 Checked bearings-left front hot. Pulled tool box; hit spray can; aluminum paint on blazer. Tool 
box open, trim/tilt fluid leaked all over-cleaned up. Re-check bearings, all have grease slung out.  
Gas station manager questioned why I was loitering. Went to GOODYEAR sent for parts. 
Installed-it starts to rain. Decided to replace the rest. Bent one installing. Sent for parts- it’s still 
raining. ($150 repair) I’m still in Georgia- 24 hrs later! Drove until dark to the Florida line. 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Wednesday  May 31, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course   Weather 

  Wildwood  Fla Turn Pike  Just Right 

Remarks: 
Awoke- checked tires- 2 bad cuts- curb? Cuts?- searched for a Goodyear again-owner took me 
to Burger King while they traded spare and installed new tire ($100.00 repair). Exited in 
Hollywood to replace spare parts in 5:00 traffic- noticed “Bearing Buddy” is missing! More 
grease leaking- add that to my list! Took 3 days to replace the parts I used in 24 hrs!! Made stop 
for the night in Florida City. 

 
 



Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Thursday  June 1, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

 Fl City to Marathon 

Remarks: 
Arrived Sisters Creek marina-tried to install “no strike” in the middle of a monsoon- of my 20 
wrenches- none of them fit the nut of the “no strike”. No Bimini until no strike is in. Ben, the 
mechanic, to the rescue- the boat using the ramp before me ran off the end of the ramp. It was 
closing time before I could launch- couldn’t back in/ low tide/ tried skidding, tried pulling-
revved engine at full throttle- mud everywhere! The boat moved an inch! Boat finally back in 
salt water. Parked trailer- saw another bad “Bearing Buddy”- replaced- boat still to set up. 
Raining again. Arrived Fara Blanco 1800- dock master gone-fortune strikes- the bathroom locks 
are busted- to bed 1:00 a.m. 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 
E-FISH-N-SEA  Friday  June 2, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

 Fara Blanco Marina  At Dock Rain 

Remarks: 
Packed- repacked! Rain and more rain. “Allison” becomes a tropical storm. What to do with the 
boat- hunted for Panama Jack glasses for diversion. 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Saturday  June 3, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

NO ENTRY FOR THIS DAY 

 

 

 

 

 



Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Sunday  June 4, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

 Faro Blanco Marina  At Dock Windy/Choppy 

Remarks: 
Tried to go out- too choppy- 3 ft seas. Caught lots of snappers. Grunts-motor shuddered but 
cleared.  

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Monday  June 5, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

 NO ENTRY FOR THIS DAY 

Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Tuesday  June 6, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

 Faro Blanco Marina  At Dock Rain 

Remarks: 
Too tired- stayed in a room. Repacked what I was taking home- did laundry- some good meals 
at Banana Bay, Silverado, Crocodiles, etc. Saw Die Hard 3. 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Wednesday  June 7, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course   Weather 

 Faro Blanco Marina  In blazer/Airplane Rain 

Remarks: 
Drove to Ft. Lauderdale to fly home- found Panama Jack sunglasses holder. 

 
 
 
 



Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Thursday  June 8, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

 Flowery Branch/GSU    Hot   (97) 

Remarks: 
Arrived home- got ready for a long day at State. April brought Dad to house Friday for last visit- 
Paid bills- to bed-1:00a.m. 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Friday  June 9, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

 Hartsfield Airport  0900 hours  

Remarks: 
Finished teaching at GSU- got home in time for Jeff to take us to airport- got boarding passes 
and waited and waited- new plane in 30 minutes at another gate- April decided to make supper 
out of coconut fruit bar and cheese crackers. I held out for Dominos. Landed in Ft. Lauderdale 
after midnight- drove to Florida City- to bed 2:00 a.m. 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Saturday  June 10, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

 Fl City to Marathon  1200 hrs Sunny/Hot! 

Remarks: 
Woke to clear skies- now the ‘vacation’ can actually begin! Settled in at Fara Blanco on boat- 
showed April all of my inventions. Ate at Whale Harbor’s Deck Enroute- Did not sleep good now 
that my quarters are more crowded. 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Sunday  June 11, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

 Marathon     Clear/Sunny  No sail or engine 



Remarks: 
Too tired to start heading up ICW- opted for a day of fishing and sun- headed to reef- throttled 
up- 20 sec. later the overheat buzzer went off-checked fuel filter. Water separator- went back 
to Sister’s Creek to see Ben. No one around- went back to Fara Blanco- flushed engine- went 
back out to harbor. Throttled up- 20 sec- overheat alarm- putted back ate and mumbubbled 
about boat over a meal at Schuckers. Decided to at least anchor out to get away from the dock 
for a night.  See Ben in the a.m. 
 
Sunset/moon rise/ moon set/ sunrise- all observed from my hammock on deck. Fantastic at 
sunrise- the ocean came alive with hundreds of fish jumping at first light- could see sun and 
moon- will always remember this God given moment. April opted for the cabin- pretty bouncy 
being anchored on Oceanside- yawn! 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Monday  June 12, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

 Marathon     Hot/sunny 

Remarks: 
Got to Sister’s Creek marina- Ben said he didn’t have us penciled in today but would see what 
he could do. After test run-decided to pull lower housing- maybe I messed up the new impeller 
when launching- April fell asleep over her book in the office. I watched Ben and the clock @ 
$50.00 per hour- Impeller inspected- decided to replace. Took a test run at 3:30 p.m.- alarm 
went off again- took off thermostat- ran, ran, and ran no problem. Decided water too hot- 
triggering alarm- cut springs to trigger later. 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Tuesday  June 13, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

 Marathon     Hot/sunny/ Very Windy 

Remarks: 
Got up-ate breakfast at IHOP- went on search for thermostat kits. New models, old models, 
different caps, same springs- I think I’d feel better with new ones instead of old ones with cut 
springs. Had Ben stick them in before we at last get underway. 12:30- Throttled up under 7 mile 
bridge- alarm goes off again! Opted for dockside repair at Duck Key- called Ben- he said to put 
the old ones in- now I have 7 thermostats and the ‘spares’ don’t work! Took thermostats out- 
motor ran gret-125 Johnson 2 Cycle- finally under way and 45 minutes of trouble free cruising 
before the depth alarm goes off! Stop engine immediately, tilt up once more- the wind may 



carry us back to deep water- April says on Peterson Bank that there is no deep water all the way 
to shore- storm coming- anchor down, anchor up, try to walk out. Hip deep in muck- what’s 
cutting my leg anyway? Squawl hits- hang on and get sucked in. Rainbow- more wind- further 
on the bank we go- kedged round the anchor out in the dinghy-secured it to the bottom and 
used the anchor winders to try to pull boat out of mud. Motor-in wind and muck no headway 
7:30- check tide charts- high tide not for 3 hours. Wait/eat/put in a call to tow boat us. Moon 
rises but boat doesn’t! Call barrier back- they will arrive in 30 minutes. Get boat- ship shape. 
Don, with towboat, walks to us pulling 1500 of tow line and wearing snow shoes! When he 
boards he recounts the number of shark species he saw walking in. Tell us the park we went 
aground in fines you by the inch- I look at the muck we are tearing up being hauled back to the 
channel and ask do these count! Arrive at Smuggler Cove 2 a.m. The boat in shambles- turtle 
grass and mud everywhere-$480.00 tow-Thank goodness! We are safe and all is quite. 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Wednesday  June 14, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

 Marathon to Miami Beach     Sunny/Clear 

Remarks: 
$60 fuel 
Cleaned boat for 3 plus hrs-Long----Lunch-----Long talk with Bill the fishing guide. Pulled out at 
3:30 p.m. Really watched those channel markers today-decided not to push our luck-- on the 
hook on a ‘borrowed’ mouring by 6:30- dinghy to shore. Ate at Pizza Hut buffet- flopped on 
hammock to recount the first week of this log. April laughed louder than the generator 2 house 
boats down! What a trip so far!! 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Thursday  June 15, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

 Marathon to Miami Beach     Sunny/Clear 

Remarks: 
$132.00 dockage fuel 
A little more confident and regrouped today. Getting this staying in the channel in the wind down. 
Government cut traffic incredible- watch out for those ferries. Miami Beach marina very pretty but very 
tough-air conditioned bathrooms and dock hands that hand your key to you by throwing it in the water 
first! A minor docking disaster. Hit the dinghy and Yamaha- strong current too slow- dock hand tried 
swinging boat around hitting the 27 ft whaler next to us- no one wants to be very helpful in finding us a 
folitillia- whaler fishing tournament here this weekend- all the dealers eyeing our rig- it isn’t made 
anymore. Ate at Pedros over looking Govt Cut- are my dreams too big? Will we make it to Bimini? 



Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Friday  June 16, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course   Weather 

Miami BeachMarina      

Remarks: 
Wife- navigator recouped while the captain-me paced. Storms- craft advisories for most of the 
weekend predicted. Lots of calls to Boat US to try and amend our insurance down to go with 
just 1 boat of a bigger size- did find a guy charting 5 in a sportfisher to Bimini tomorrow. 
Waiting for faxes and confirmation if we could tag along- finally talked the captain into supper 
at South Point Seafood House- feel a little under dressed but the mahi-mahi with fruit salsa & 
coconut rum butter is terrific- munched out on mints- trip to Hyde Pk Mkt for supplies- walked 
beach, walked docks- great conversations and invitations with two live aboard couples boats + 
dogs+ cats- really think I’d like this someday! The boats were definitely not JB’d . Bad storms 
coming in as we shipshape boat- worst fear 4 a.m….. Too near off the hook time for comfort. 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Saturday  June 17, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

Miami Beach Marina      

Remarks: 
Filled fresh water. 
Wake up at 5:30 a.m.- clear- we “waffled” on go/ no go all evening listening to NOAA. Wake up 
at 6:43- I see ‘clear’ skies and want to go. Try contacting sportfisher to say we’re coming over 
but hear about a waterspout in Miami Harbor- see it coming toward land- first mate, April, goes 
to dock office to view radar- its bright red to yellow for 24 NM- she’s not going anywhere-I’m 
upset- we go back to bed until 11:00 a.m. Skies clear- seas flatten- I pout- she seeks solace over 
fruit juice, banana bread and a book. I calm down- eat at Wat Willie’s- program both GPS- 
weather calmer tomorrow. Seas 2-3 guess we’ll go on our own tomorrow. Talked to a couple of 
folks from the whaler group- one guy had quite a bad experience in Bimini- including jail and 
stolen boat on that note—to bed –sigh 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Sunday  June 18, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

Miami Beach to Bimini   PC/Rainy     

Remarks: 
With trepidation we headed out- 50 miles to go-no real storms just “spitty” showers- skies blue 
and clear on our course. Seas pick up to 5’ in gulf and begin to flatten out about 20 miles out of 
Bimini. It was great to see land and other boats again. You do feel a little lonely out there-but 
amazingly aware of your life. Sweating it out at Bimini Big Game. While I deal with customs- got 
a room at Weech’s for the night- twin beds for our anniversary but who cares! It’s air 
conditioned and doesn’t bounce all night! Exchanged presents- supper at Anchorage 
Restaurant- let the real vacation begin!!!! (did we say that before?) 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Monday  June 19, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

Bimini - Alicetown    Clear/Sunny     

Remarks: 
Soda, Water, & Grapes 
Capt. Ship/shaped boat- breakfast at CJ’s- finally left the dock around noon. Found out we could 
stay another night at Weech’s- went to Paradise Point- fished, combed beach for shells. Capt. is 
already reaping rewards from his treasure finder ( a 1995 dime). Cleaned boat and tar filled 
shoes- snack at CJ’s-dock walk- bed. I’m starting to relax. I like island life where you’re called by 
name when you’ve only been here a day. 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Tuesday  June 20, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

Bimini- Gun Cat Key    Cloudy/ Rainy     

   

Remarks: 
Laundry $20 
43 gal of fuel 



 
Woke to cloudy/ rainy skies- let’s do laundry, breakfast, then off to Cat Cay when weather 
clears. Ha! People said tomorrow will be worse- we want to get to the bank before we get 
closed out- after paying for gas I do a reality check on how we really want to spend our time. At 
$3 per gallon we‘d have to be on the boat the whole time traveling and regrouping- spending $ 
makes this trip shorter by the day! We decided to go to Cat Cay for the night- Honeymoon 
Harbor and come back to Bimini and hang out. Storm clouds follow us but we do make it 
around Gun Cay Light ok. I repeatedly talk about the incongruity of its exclusivity but no hot 
H2O. In marina showers, 1 dryer on the island that works- an entire staff of waiters with no one 
to serve but us- being restricted to ‘frontage’ on an island few seem to inhabit after dinner. 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Wednesday  June 21, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

Cat Cay     Rainy/Windy-3 mile visibility   

       Winds over 20 kd 

Remarks: 
$64.00 dockage 
$100.00 + meals 
Find boat bobbing wildly after supper- wind shifted at supper- a long night figuring out lines and 
tides- got more sleep from about 3 a.m. on- bad squalls all night 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Thursday  June 22, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

Cat Cay - Bimini           

Remarks: 
It’s still raining- NOAA says Miami- Dade County up to 5’ – wouldn’t do any good to be state 
side either. We dry last night’s clothes and try to walk between storms. Dockmaster  says don’t 
chance it- stay put- rain, rain, lunch, read, rain, supper on board 6’ square, more rain- doesn’t 
sound like this will let up for 12-18 more hours. Other boats arriving with horror stories of their 
night at anchor- relieved to be at dock. Hark! What light thru yonder porthole breaks? It is the 
sun sort of- sloshed to the shower- passing Gun Cay Light we are glad to be going back bayside- 
breakers crashing- Oceanside are crashing over the top of the island-bayside. A comfortable 
safe ride- at the concrete ship we managed to find the only bank between here and Round 
Rock. No problem after a quick course correction. Venturing into open water seas pick up and 
off course both of us silently remember the sentence from the Yachtsman guide which says,      



“never attempt the channel in strong on shore conditions” right about the time we see the 
range markers and the 5 ft swells! We make it into the channel- the onshore surge so great I 
triy to steer clear of the beach futher than normal bringing us closer to the Shoals – “Range on 
the hotel” depth alarm- ‘go to the right’- “I’m trying!” The Capt. suddenly pulls to starboard 
heading directly for the shoals. Coming out from S. Bimini- “what are you doing”, screams April. 
Buzz and blur zoom past boat- the sea plane fortunately was robbed of its opportunity to 
redesign ‘E-Fish-N-Sea into flats skiff. Shew! Let’s tie up and get off this thing for a while! We 
both have headaches- I seriously ask April if she wants to sleep on board tonight- she says a 
room is definitely in order- thank goodness for Weech’s. Capt comes to the room and tells me 
to finish getting ready- Paradise Point serves lunch- let’s go! What a treat- had to find the cook 
when we arrived at 5 min of 2:00- she did serve us. I messed with GPS and lounged at pool- 
April walked beach- saw the best dressed hermit crabs she had ever seen- what a view and 
surroundings. Storm clouds over Atlantic- when we arrive back at Weech’s the guy at the 
marine store says very bad weather due here in an hour or so. I go to put more lines on boat- 
the blow lasted 20 minutes- the rain- several hours and lots of lighting. Capt and first mate 
crashed out. Capt admits he’s glad we got a room and picks up his first real book to read. 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Friday  June 23, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

Weech’s Dock     Over Cast to P.S. Late PM Showers  

         

Remarks: 
After schlepping everything back to the boat we went to Bimini Big Game for breakfast- I’m 
anxious to show off my Hatteras hammock- so I flop out on deck. First mate checks the wind 
direction and opts for a chair in the cockpit. Read for a couple of hours- Captain comes to the 
stern sweating- “There’s no breeze up there”, I know says First mate. Off to CJ’s for tea, club 
sandwich and post card writing session. Captain must have gotten the jist of what was in the 
cards because he books us a room for the next 3 nites…It even has a double bed!!! Bought bait, 
fixed bait, and fed the gulls- dingy down for harbor cruise over flats and rock ledge for a variety 
of sea life to observe. Also saw big cruiser with engine on fire coming into the harbor- lots of 
boats to the rescue. Think we’ll actually get to fish tomorrow!! 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Saturday  June 24, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 



Atlantic Ocean off Bimini   Partly Cloudy     

    

Remarks: 
At last an entire day of fishing- something took all of our ballhoo while trolling-a shark ate 
April’s best catch of the day while bringing it up. Lots of trigger fish- have to save the tomato, 
cheese and onion for another day. After today, my nose could replace the starboard light on a 
freighter!! 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Sunday  June 25, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

Bimini- Paradise Point    Hazy/Cloudy     

    

Remarks: 
Depth Sounder 
Berry/Nassau---Rt 2 
Position  Course    Time  Speed  Distance 
Bimini-Gun  176.9  9.3  9:11  20 mph  12.2 
Gun-Syl.Mid  110  19  9:15  10.15  31.7 
Sylmid-Russel  121      10:30  72.5 
Russel-Boynwc  93  11   
Boynwc-NWC Lt. 109  5.2  1:45    92 
NWC-Chub  112  16  Couldn’t write--- too bouncy/ pounding 
 
Jack woke up early- twitching from so much rest- first mate steadied herself for the inevitable 
change of plans NOAA was no help- calm/ stable air just hot for next few days. Grand Bahamas 
seas described as calm .Uh-Oh… to Berry and Nassau we go. April programmed GPS while I 
readied dinghy for today’s excursion and ship shaped boat for Monday’s trip. Shower #2- 
dinghy to Paradise Pt- buggy because of no breeze- how to tie up to a dilapidated dock full of 
nails- after ‘passive panic’ for 30 minutes we did a Bahamas mooring. After a quick walk to the 
beach- shower 2 ½ hours in the pool and bathroom- I took the seat next to the a/c! Great food 
 On the ride back- met couple in dinghy on 2 yr cruise! Forgot hat- motor stops at big game… 
just needs gas—call for hat- deflate dinghy, hoist motor, program the other GPS- sweat city! 
Shower #3 - Hat returned- bed. 
 
Trip Mottos: 
“Stay in the Channel Jack”   “You’re sweating again April” 
“This is the good part… This is the bad part”       “Whether to or whether not to depends on the weather” 
“Sometime you’re gonna thank me for that”         “You tieing up for a storm?” (Dock master  in Bimini) 
“Live aboards live on the edge”   “Passive panic” 



“Don’t drink rum ‘til 1 and run”   “Fear docks and depths” 
“Move every muscle or your body everyday or go boating” 
“Log Book”     “Everything is harder” 
“Whatever you do and however you do it- there’s always 1 more thing to do” 
“When navigating- look everywhere all the time” 
“You must stay LEFT!”(Rent-a-car-Nassau) 

Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Monday  June 26, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

Bimini to Chub Key    On the nose-bouncy! Sunny/Clear  

      

Remarks: 
66 gal 
 
About 35 mi into our crossing of the bank we both wondered if it was worth it- 3500 rpm’s/20 
mph/ and hold on for dear life. Took a break at Russel and winds calmed a bit ‘til we hit  deep 
water at NEPC- how to get in past Momma Rhoda? The golf ball? The beach? What heading? 
Sure wish we had the other charts! I had to swim to a piling so we could hold off dock- April 
washed boat- no wind- sweat city and no-see’ems, mosquitoes galore- got in the pool 2xs 
before heading to the shower- tried to find beach for 45 minutes. Will the dining room close? 
Same incongruities here at Cat Key- ladies shower broke tried to wash hair in sink- the outlets 
didn’t work so April was a wet head all night. Wonderful supper- tried to program GPS on 
hammock- too tired and even a bath wouldn’t have helped. Retreated to cabin. 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Tuesday  June 27, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

Chub Key to Nassau N.P.   Flat! Sunny/Hot    

   

Remarks: 
Don Wells + Charlene Wells would have loved this!! Sigh ::: 
 
What’s the best time to hit NEPC? Early…. Jack got up at 5:30- that would never happen at 
home!! Programmed GPS study charts- off hook at 6:47- seas flat- hazy to the north- easy run. 
What’s that spurt of water on the surface up ahead? A WHALE! Very exciting to see through the 
hull - cruising tales of schools of pilot whales may not have been this variety but still impressing 
to see- April’s “plotting” kept us out of trouble. Coming into Nassau harbor- huge freighter in 



turning basin, cruise ships, and boats everywhere- we arrived about 9:15 +/-. Checked into 
Hurricane Hole Marina- our boat could be the tender for every other boat docked here- we’re 
lucky - folks on the other side of channel get quite a bit of wake. The marina, pool, showers, 
surroundings = 4****’s. walked to Blue Marlin for lunch and to Atlantis Casino to gawk! What a 
place- its own sea aquarium and sumptuous lounge and lobby areas. We had a drink so we 
could enjoy the air conditioning for a while before supper swim- taxi to coconuts for light 
supper-bed. 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Wednesday  June 28, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

Hurricane Hole Marina Nassau N.P.   HOT! Little to No breeze  

    

Remarks: 
After sweating it out on foot yesterday, I opted to rent air conditioned car so we could tour 
more comfortably today. Breakfast at Take-a-way in downtown/ tour of straw market/ 
Botanical gardens-mosquito shrine!/ Ardastrada zoo- lots of birds!/ Coral reef- we both almost 
zonked out in the underwater observatory!/ lunch at the restaurant was a $12.50 fruit plate 
that we ate down to the Styrofoam in just a few minutes- such a beautiful spot but hard to look 
at white caps and crashing waves and strong winds coming into the window w/o the 
navigational anxiety of going back to Chub precluding the enjoyment of the moment. Tried to 
continue toward Lover’s Beach but got mixed up in downtown construction- one way streets 
and hectic round-abouts. Stopped at Marathon mall to cool off and get directions to movie 
theater so we could veg out a few hours- just too hot and tired. Saw “Congo” Raiders of the 
Lost Ark- it wasn’t but had a nice drive back to town. Stopping at Montague Bay- got a better 
idea on how to find and crack conch from a man who was buying it from one of the local 
fishermen. I held their poodle while Jack got close up instructions- snack at poop Deck- we 
really need a good rest- any hotels around that are reasonable? Montague Inn- 3 sets of 
directions and an hour later we arrive back at the same corner where we watched them 
prepare conch- we weren’t 10 min form town! Back to the boat for our stuff- back to hotel for a 
much needed shower and an air conditioned room- queen size bed! 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Thursday  June 29, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

Nassau to Chub          

Remarks: 



Found wallet, mine as usual, laying next to car in marina lot. Everything was still left inside! 
Shew 
Saw porpoise!   
43 gal fuel at $2.65 per gallon 
After returning the car- got off hook around 7:15- easy cruise back to Chub- in around 9:15. 
Gas, supplies, and out to fish in the dinghy for the rest of the day. April’s beach walk yielded sea 
biscuits and other variety of shells. She hasn’t gotten elsewhere. Jack moves to tip of island- 
April decides to hunt for conch- from the looks of the beach which has stacks of empty shells 
everywhere- this area has been stripped. Found a starfish- looked at them but left them alive in 
their home in the sand- April did find 3 conch- Jack wanted to do a cookout tonight- getting 
late- we head back to Momma Rhoda for fish- anchor dinghy at reef- I use conch for bait- lots of 
hits- at 6:00 first mate persuades me to make last cast- we still have to clean up ourselves let 
alone the fish! “E-Fish-Sea” anchored in the bay at Chub Pt- I go ashore to clean fish/ I try to 
ship shape rest of boat and ready for barbeque. Dinghy motor stored/ “showers”… hard to do 
with the sun still up and lots of company in the anchorage with us- now to lite the grill-now to 
lite the grill-light? Grill?? Lighter fluid had evaporated- more coals no help. Dinghy gasoline and 
a cookout we have at last!(Still alive in retrospect) Trying to fix a meal on a 21’ boat is very 
hard- no where to put something once you’ve prepared it so you end up doing a progressive 
supper- what we had really turned out pretty good considering- star gaze and snooze in the 
hammock until…… 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Friday  June 30, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

Chub to Bimini          

Remarks: 
54 gallons of fuel at $2.65 per gallon. 
 
A little bouncy but at least it’s mostly to stern- hadn’t reached Chub Pt before oil buzzer goes 
off- we refill and are off again. Small shower in boat- curtains down- curtains up- can I throw 
out a line here?/  Back to Gun Cay about 10:30- call Weech’s no rooms but dock space at least. 
Head on in before things get really crowded. In harbor yellow flags everywhere- lets gas up and 
get laundry in before everyone else beats us to it. A room at Brown’s for tonight at least. Clean 
boat for almost 4 hrs. Back to pick up laundry- made it- it’s just so jammed with people they 
can’t keep up. Ice cream and more tea at CJ’s. Dock – walk and fall into bed. 
 
At Bimini Big Game Club it was the rich and infamous showing off all they had including their 
stereo systems. One guy had 3 tenors blaring so loud it could be heard 3 docks away. The 
people next to him had rock-n-roll for ‘white noise’. We could imagine Don’s tactful remarks to 



people displaying such a lack of consideration to everyone else on the dock.. “Followed by a 
possible uninvited boarding of the owners boat to turn it down”! 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Saturday  July 1, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

Bimini        

Remarks: 
First mate really flopped out for the day- finished a book. I made a mistake of going to boat 
port-pot- grill and curtains on the clean up agenda! Start engine- BEEP! BEEP! BEEP! BEEP! VRO 
warning horn. Everyone at the docks had their head hanging over the engine for the next 3 hrs. 
First mate called Eric, our mechanic, at Boat & Sail for advice- Capt worried and frustrated- ate 
at Red Lion- walked every dock- to bed. 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Sun & Mon  July 2 & 3, 1995 Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

Bimini        

Remarks: 
Word of the day, week , trip: AIR CONDITIONING! 
Be careful out there Deck master- it’s supposed to be 6-12 out there today…(long pause for 
worried looks) INCHES! 
Yes, I’ll cook your fish but it’s the same price and you tip the cook- these are too small to grill! 
(She should have seen what the filets looked like we cooked at Chub)  
Turn back and enjoy your vacation or keep going and die! New vacation thought. 
Bad weather? Wait a day- have a schedule where you can wait a day 
Westerlies aren’t fun when you’re going home 
 
Slow a.m. start- trolled / bottom fished- no buzzers today. Decided the wonks of the Bahamas 
are trigger fish- lots of those all day- anchor out… 1st time in junk filled part of harbor near Big 
Game- boat never did straighten out anchor line kept snagging on all the junk. Ate supper 
aboard and moved to ‘safer’ anchorage with better wind in harbor. Jack fished; April started 
new book as sun set in the hammock. Winds pick up during the night- is the anchor dragging? 
We are getting closer to that boat. The island? From 1 am on Jack and I were up looking- at 3 
am he stayed on deck- at 5:30 we decided to pull anchor and leave for home. On shore seas 



again- head seas 13 mph and pounding-NOAA says Miami Beach is calm. Too tired to fight it for 
4-5 hrs --this way back to the dock. Room at Brown’s- slept like a rock for 4 hrs ‘til 2:30/3:30- 
decided we could face the boat again and ship shaped it for tomorrow’s attempt in the 
company of a 65’ and 28’ boat. “Big Daddy” gave us a sample of snapper for our main course at 
the anchorage- in our dock walk at big Game a rhythm band was parading by boats decked out 
with a 4th of July regalia- dancing, etc. Pavarotti boat still playing his own kind of music but at 
more reasonable decibel levels this evening! 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:      Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Tuesday  July 4, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

Bimini- Gov’t Cut- Marathon   Clear-Flat     

   

Remarks: 
Got in at 12:30 
Peeked out at 7:00 to see which way the flags were flying… all calm, barely a flap at all- waited 
at dock for “Big Daddy” to cast off so we could follow someone back – many boats leave the 
harbor- we idle about 40 minutes. Finally at 9:50 we leave- he plows ahead of everyone- we’re 
left in his wake behind “Mother Hen” with a boat in tow. Out of harbor- “E-Fish-N-Sea” you 
coming? Hammer down to catch up- 30 sec later overheat alarm- when did I put these 
thermostats back in? “Big Daddy” says its flat, see ya later- it was flat- easy ride to Govt Cut. 
Tied up, locked up- to rent-a-car- drove to Marathon- supper (our first meal of the day) at 
Whale Harbor Polished off 5 éclairs between the 2 of us! Stayed at Banana Bay- what a 
difference in our accommodations- king size bed, free continental breakfast, clean, pretty, no 
cockroaches or lizards running across the floor…. And not a bit more expensive! Jack says circle 
tour, ICW sounding better all the time. 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:       Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Wednesday  July 5, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

Marathon-Miami-Ft.Lauderdale        

Remarks: 
By car   Toured U.M. “ look April, palm trees everywhere” 
“See April, in Florida things are in bloom all year long” 
 
Everything at Sister’s Creek A-OK. Car trailer hooked up- no problems. I followed April in the 
blazer- she lead the way back to Miami in rent-a-car. In downtown Miami we got separated. I 



ended up at the port- worried what to do? Hard to negotiate downtown with trailer- he doesn’t 
have a map- hope he asks directions- guess I’ll head to Watson Island and hope that he makes it 
there- sat at entrance 10-15 minutes- more worried-drive over the ramp and see a blazer that 
looks familiar. He was waiting for me and getting worried too. Got car back just in time. At 
marina we see storm clouds gathering- we hustle up Gov’t Cut and around to Watson- April 
wouldn’t let me off the boat  until the storm passed- just a shower- boat slips right on trailer- 
winch motor not working…UGH!!! Jiggled wire- pulled car back up ramp to change angle-out-
strip boat-getting close to rush hour- let’s get out of here! Capt couldn’t stand the turnpike 
anymore- get me to some boats – First Mate remembers just the spot- Marina Bay. Even had 
boatels for us to stay in- great supper (Ft. Lauderdale Dock Walk)- another King bed and air 
conditioning/ for $39.00 per night! 

 
Log of the Yacht Day of the week Date:       Passage from-to 

E-FISH-N-SEA  Thursday  July6, 1995  Atlanta to Florida Keys 

Time  Position  Course  Weather 

Ft Lauderdale        

Remarks: 

“I will walk with you by the rats!” 
Capt. Picks up yellow pages and says, “Let’s see what they’ve got in here on boats.” Lets stay for Miami 
Boat Show. Let’s see the a.c. guy, look at the Sinberling/ G.B…. think he has post trip anxiety. We’re at 
marina Mile and he doesn’t know what to do- we wander our way to a Shoney’s Breakfast- oops! Did we 
leave the blazer in 4-lo going to Bears A.C.??? Follow that truck- long talk with A.C. guys do it yourself 
job $1500.00- do we really want to do it? Left Ft. Lauderdale at 3:00 heading up 95… we exit at Ft. Pierce 
and recreate last year’s trip’s end at a beachside hotel at the inlet… still the best place to be at the end 
of the day! 

 

TO REPAIR; REMOVE; REPLACE; ETC!! 
Flush with fresh water all engines and tune 
Pull props      Grease lower housing 
Lube and spray motor     Check and clean plugs 
Remove filet table- replace? 
Remove tape VRO- label wiring on motor- large tank? Spray motors- live well, salt water, shower 
Remove rusted gasket, wire cover   Replace chain gas cap top 
Replace rusting screws on helm chairs   Hinges on trash sacks 
Lube all snaps- replace broken snaps on curtain  Clean and wax curtains 
Tighten screws in Biminis    Remove all fenders 
Remove white padding on railings/ install pad on antennas 
Clean rust on railings     Find correct leak in cabin 
Remove teak holders from cabin and hammock  Check with Eric about overheat and oil leak 
Empty shower H2O     Fill VRO 
Fix hatch to bilge     Find support for Bimini top 



Clean gas can      Replace o-ring on 9.9 
Fix spot light and spare points    Thwart seat leak? 
Flush trailer tires     Check rusted bolts and trailer 
Fix wiring on winch     Check heavy duty tongue lift 
Repair cabin screen     Check re-secure motor mount on bow pulpit 
Chafe guard on anchor chain    Check tires for wear, rotation, etc. 
Replace rubber tip on boat hook   Stretch out anchor ung- remark depth 
Clean out locker     Clean porta-potty 
Remove stains in ceiling of cabin   Clean fan 
Check lights on GPS     Replace cup on seat jacket/holder 
Buy short socks (JB)     Replace leather laces 
Buy stainless fish hook remover    Replace anodes 
Fix and clean dinghy dodger 

 

JUST FOR “FUN” 
Cut cushion- custom bed covers     
Replace cooler with combo: bait prep, stove, sink-cabinet 
Dirty clothes container/hatch installed   Spare pts- drawers- tackle box 
Install tool spare pts box – Where? How?  Air Conditioner- How? Where? 
Snap canvas for along sides of cabin- clothes  Extend storage lockers 
Mount extra rod holders    Replace orange life jackets 
Store spare prop in sole of boat in extended storage area 
Install fender holder- redo line on current ones  
Redo shade mts for hammock- shorter flag mts 
Place/ way to stove davit/ hammock covers/etc/personals 
Redo personal “Fanny pack” 
Repair whaler bag 
New “Personal” bags (AB & JB) 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 


